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Towards integrated information models for data and documents
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Abstract

Numerous approaches to information modeling exist within chemical engineering representing product data, work processes, or other
information. These models have a limited scope and were developed independently from each other. Thus, extended and general information
models for chemical engineering are still missing as they are needed for the efficient support of work processes and for the development of
domain-specific software tools. In this paper, open issues of information modeling are discussed. These are the integrated representation of
information and work processes, the description of documents as carriers of data, and the integration of existing data models. The conceptual
model framework CLiP is presented, which holds solution approaches for these three issues. Further, it can serve as an integration basis
for existing information models. The paper further presents an overall architecture of a tool supporting the development and integration of
information models.
© 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to the increasingly competitive and global market,
there is a need for the improvement of the work processes in
chemical engineering. Current tool support is mainly char-
acterized by separate or loosely linked software packages.
Within these tools, growing amounts of data, documents,
and all other kinds of information are handled. These differ-
ent pieces of information need to be managed since they are
valuable resources of knowledge. While they are created and
handled within different tools, there are often dependencies
and overlaps between them. Thus, automated information
exchange has been recognized to be of major importance
for improving and enhancing engineering work(Beßling,
Lohe, Schoenmakers, Scholl, & Staatz, 1997). Empirical
studies have shown, that companies are working towards
integrated solutions for the management of information, but
that there are still unsolved problems. These include the data
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exchange between heterogeneous tools or the integration of
different lifecycle phases(Hameri & Nihtilä, 1998).

Most of the chemical engineering application tools have
been developed for specific purposes; they have reached a
high level of maturity. Therefore, a recognizable improve-
ment of the work processes can only be achieved by an
integration of these existing application tools into an en-
vironment combined with common services like document
management, access to common databases or the support
of work processes (Marquardt & Nagl, 1998; Nagl &
Marquardt, 2001). During the last years, several proprietary
software environments were developed for chemical engi-
neering design like Aspen Zyqad or Comos PT by Innotec.
In these commercial approaches, mainly tools of one ven-
dor are tightly linked together; extensions with new tools
and adaptations to the peculiarities of the work processes
within a specific company are rarely supported.

A thorough understanding of the application domain is
necessary for the development of open and flexible design
environments that allow the integration of existing tools
and provide central services and support functionalities. The
tools, the information handled within these tools, and the
work processes using that information need to be understood
together with their dependencies.

Information modeling is a commonly used method for
the analysis and formalization of information structures as
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the basis for software design(Mylopoulos, 1998). Within an
information model, data and documents used within an ap-
plication domain can be captured and described in a formal
manner together with the work processes where they are
handled. This paper will focus on open problems related to
information modeling that need to be solved as a prerequi-
site for an efficient and flexible support of engineering work
and the development of open software environments. Thus,
we will look at information modeling as a step towards
the support of the work processes in chemical engineering.
Open problems in information modeling will be discussed
together with solution approaches. The main contribution
of this work is the model framework CLiP, which has been
developed as a conceptual information model covering all
relevant information and work processes of the chemical
engineering domain. CLiP can build the basis for the in-
tegration of existing information models and tools and for
the development of new models and support tools based
on these models. During all these modeling activities, the
different practices, tools, and perspectives of application
experts participating in the chemical engineering work pro-
cesses need to be considered together with the rapid changes
in the markets, products, and processes(Reich et al., 1999).

Three major open problems in information modeling will
be sketched in the following section. Possible approaches for
the solution of these problems will be discussed inSection 3.
Here, we will take the perspective of application experts
developing information models as a means to understand
and support their work processes and the information that
is handled in their domain rather than that of computer
scientists developing information models as a specification
for software implementation. InSection 4, the conceptual
model framework CLiP is presented, which offers solution
approaches to the discussed problems. CLiP can also build
the basis for the integration of existing information models
and future modeling activities. A vision of a tool to support
systematic and collaborative information modeling is intro-
duced inSection 5. Section 6concludes this paper with a
discussion of the contribution of CLiP to the discussed prob-
lems and its potential use for the development of support
tools for chemical engineering work processes.

2. Three open problems in information modeling

There are different and often contradictory conceptions of
the term information and thus also about the focus and con-
tent of information models. Here, the terms knowledge, in-
formation, and data need to be clarified, which are of major
importance in the context of information modeling. Knowl-
edge can be defined as the fact or condition of knowing
something with familiarity gained through experience or as-
sociation. Thus,knowledgeimplies a knower, a person who
has the knowledge. The acquisition of knowledge refers to
the complex task of learning, which requires the knower’s
understanding and some degree of commitment(Brown &

Duguid, 2000). Since knowledge is bound to a person, it
cannot be transferred and communicated as such—it needs
to be transformed into information.

Accordingly, information is defined as a—usually
incomplete—transformation of knowledge as a means to
communicate and exchange this knowledge(Kappe, 1999).
A person can explain her knowledge to make it accessible
to others; this explanation corresponds to the transformation
of knowledge into information. Information is characterized
by its content and its context. The content of information
can be coded asdata as it is handled in software tools
and stored within data bases. Since data often refers to a
technical product and its characterizing properties, the term
product datais often used in literature. Examples for data in
the domain of chemical engineering are the size of a plant
equipment (e.g. volume, diameter), the operating conditions
of a process step (e.g. pressure, temperature) or the physical
properties of a chemical compound (e.g. density, boiling
temperature). Data can be aggregated todocuments, like
reports, data sheets or flowsheets. Physically, documents
can be a stack of paper or a file within a computer system.
They are used as carriers for the data they hold(Rosman,
van der Meer, & Sol, 1996).

Besides formal data, documents can also hold more infor-
mal information like comments or drawings. Data and doc-
uments are created and used within work processes. Besides
the organizational structure within a company, the work pro-
cesses provide the context of information(Abecker, Bernadi,
Hinkelmann, Kühn, & Sintek, 1998). Therefore, data and
documents cannot be analyzed and described completely
without considering the work processes in which they are
created and used. For the development of specific software
tools, not only knowledge about the information structures
is needed but also knowledge about the workflow and the in-
dividual activities. Within most existing information models
the work processes are not considered. Thus, anintegrated
description of information in the workflowis missing.

Documentation and documents are needed and created
during most work processes within a company(Zantout &
Marir, 1999). Documents are major carriers of data and
other, informal information. Despite of the obvious relation
between documents and data, many existing information
models are focusing on data as single instances of informa-
tion but not on documents. Documents and data can repre-
sent the same information, but they do this in different ways.
In order to be able to integrate them, their relations and the
role of documents as carriers of dataneed to be clarified.

Numerous information models for chemical engineering
have been developed in the past, mostly dealing with prod-
uct data (e.g.Batres, Naka, & Lu, 1999; ISO 10303, 1998).
An overview and discussion of chemical engineering infor-
mation models is given byBayer & Marquardt (2002). All
of these models have been developed for a specific purpose.
Thus, their focus and scope is restricted. Still, these mod-
els are—more or less valuable—sources of domain knowl-
edge. Theintegration of existing data modelsis a first step
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towards the reuse of that knowledge. Further, for the inte-
gration of software tools, the integration of their underlying
data models is needed.

3. Solution approaches

For solving the three problems introduced above, it is not
necessary to start from scratch. Similar problems do arise in
other application domains and approaches to their solution
exist. These need to be reviewed thoroughly and adapted
to chemical engineering with its characteristic information,
tools, and problems. In the following sections, we attempt
to give an overview of existing approaches and to show how
they can be applied to chemical engineering.

3.1. Information in the workflow

Activities and work processes provide the context of in-
formation. Documents and data are created and used within
activities; activities are based and rely on information, its
quality and availability. Thus, interdependencies between
documents, data, and the work processes exist. These need
to be identified and described in order to reach complete
information models.

Different workflow models have been developed in the
past within different companies in the chemical industries
as well as in academia (e.g.Mannarino, Henning, & Leone,
1997; PIEBASE, 1998). For most of these models, a persis-
tent integration with information models is not given. We
will discuss the possibilities for such an integration on two
levels of detail: by describing the workflow and the infor-
mation used on a coarse level and by describing and inte-
grating individual activities and the data they are working
in a detailed way.

3.1.1. Workflow models
A workflow model should include not only the individual

activities that are performed but also the information that is
created and used(Allen, 2000). Besides activities and in-
formation and the associated control and information flows,
workflow models should also cover the actors or their dif-
ferent roles within the workflow and the tools and resources
that are used (Schneider & Marquardt, 2002). Further, the
dynamics of the work processes need to be taken into con-
sideration(Westfechtel, 1998). Especially, design processes
are highly dynamic and cannot be predicted and modeled
completely in advance. Therefore, there is a need for an evo-
lution of workflow models over time, including for example
the introduction or deletion of activities or the restructuring
of the workflow towards novel engineering approaches like
concurrent engineering(Cleetus, 1992).

One modeling language that allows to represent all re-
quired concepts is the C3 formalism (Foltz, Killich, Wolf,
Schmidt, & Luczak, 2001). C3 is based on the activity dia-
grams of the Unified Modeling Language UML (Rumbaugh,
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Fig. 1. Example for a workflow model in C3 notation.

Jacobson, & Booch, 1999); modeling elements to describe
ill-structured work processes, communication, and tools
have been added. Other languages that can be used for
modeling workflows and the occurring information are
the activity diagrams of the UML themselves and IDEF0
(KBSI, 2000). The document-oriented workflow model of
a chemical engineering project given by(Misander, 2000)
is one example for a workflow model with a focus on doc-
uments. In this model, the creation of major documents is
described together with needed input documents and other
relevant data.

Fig. 1shows a simple workflow notated in C3, which is a
typical example of a work process within chemical engineer-
ing design. Based on the design basis, a flowsheet represent-
ing a chemical process is synthesized, for example within
a flowsheet editor. The process flow diagram resulting from
this activity is the input information for the investigation of
the flowsheet within a simulator. Here, experimental results
are also used. The simulation output file, which covers the
simulation results, and the cost basis, holding costs and cost
factors, are used for cost estimation. This activity can be
performed for example in a spreadsheet tool.

Workflow models like the one shown inFig. 1 can be
used to analyze the role of documents within a work pro-
cess and to derive requirements for the support of document
handling and storage. They provide the information, at what
stage in the workflow specific documents are created and
used and where new versions and alternatives are created.
Also, information about the tools applied for document
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handling can be obtained. Thus, an integrated description
of the work processes, its products, and the resources is
obtained. Such models are of major importance for the
development of workflow management support and for the
identification of required interfaces for tool integration.

Within the workflow model inFig. 1, the activities are
given on a coarse level and the information shown refers
to documents and not to single data instances. The C3 for-
malism and other workflow modeling languages allow the
hierarchical refinement of the activities. If such a refinement
is realized, a parallel refinement of the information is also
needed. Since workflow modeling languages are focusing
on the description of activities and not on the modeling
of information, such a refinement of information is often
not supported. Complex data structures or dependencies
between information items cannot be represented. IDEF0
(KBSI, 2000) supports the refinement of information, but
most workflow modeling languages are not suitable for
the description of data and activities together with their
interdependencies on a more detailed level.

3.1.2. Formal integration of data and workflow models
There are several possibilities for the integration of con-

cepts representing data and work processes into one model.
One possibility leading to a weak integration is to develop a
product data model and a workflow model and structure them
within common partial models. Such a structuring can for
example be done according to the different phases of the life-
cycle of a chemical plant. An example of such a partial model
could be “synthesis of process structure”, where all related
activities and all data are held. The problem of such an ap-
proach is, that some data instances are used between differ-
ent lifecycle phases. Thus, the product data models that need
to be included in the different lifecycle-oriented partial mod-
els overlap to a significant degree. A non-ambiguous corre-
lation of product data to such partial models is not possible.

Fig. 2. Example for links between work process and product data models (notated as UML activity and object diagram).

A very stiff integration can be achieved by the defini-
tion of activities as methods or operations acting on data.
Within such a product-centered view, the characteristics of
the work processes are neglected. Accordingly, products can
be defined as results of work processes. The internal struc-
ture of the product data cannot be represented with such a
process-centered view.

None of these approaches leads to an integrated model of
product data and work process information, where both are
represented in an equal and balanced manner. To obtain such
an integrated model, the product data and the work processes
should be modeled independently in a first step. Then, mu-
tual links should be introduced to represent dependencies.
This will lead to a high number of links between the product
data and the work process model making model develop-
ment and maintenance an elaborate and costly task. But still,
this approach seems to be the most favorable since it takes
both structural and behavioral aspects into consideration in a
balanced and transparent manner. Further, it provides a high
flexibility for the development and usage of the models.

Fig. 2shows a small example where a work process model
describing the activities of specifying and running a flow-
sheet simulation is integrated via links with a small prod-
uct data model. The latter represents parts of the data about
the chemical process that is used within these activities. For
drawing the simulation flowsheet, information about the pro-
cess, the individual process steps, and connecting material
streams is needed. For the specification of the reaction and
the feed stream, further data is needed, which is given in the
classesreactionandmaterial stream.

A formal approach to the development of independent
product data and work process models that are integrated af-
terwards is presented byMcKay and de Pennington (2001).
They introduce a general model that is applied for the rep-
resentation of three aspects: the design processes, the data
that is used within these processes, and the supply chain,
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representing the organizational structures. For the integra-
tion of these three models, interface classes are used instead
of simple links.McKay and de Pennington (2001)stress that
the definition of these integration classes is still an open is-
sue. It is unclear, what is the best or the most general way
to integrate the process models and the data models.

3.2. Documents as carriers of data

Documents play a major role in chemical engineering
work processes: data are often handled not as single in-
stances but in the form of documents, which can contain
various data items and which build a unit of information
within the work process (Salminen, Lyytikäinen, & Tiitinen,
2000). The exchange of information between different de-
signers and business divisions and often also the exchange
of data between tools is characterized by the exchange
of documents (e.g. flowsheets, simulation files, equipment
specification sheets). The format and the configuration of
the information held in documents are usually fixed, either
by the tool working on the document or by standardized
document templates as they are common in the process
industries for example for plant documentation. Documents
are a very useful and user friendly way for the representation
of information. Within chemical engineering, flowsheets
and equipment specification sheets are the human perspec-
tives on the plant and the plant data(Preece, Ingersoll, &
Tong, 1994).

In the literature, different definitions of the term document
do exist. All these definitions have in common, that doc-
uments are artifacts that are created and used within work
processes. Thus, a document can be defined on the most
general level as a logical unit of information describing the
result of some activity(Westfechtel, 1998).

Documents differ widely in form and content, ranging
from informal documents containing natural language text,
over more formal ones like tables or simulation files with
well-defined syntax and semantics to documents containing
graphical data. They are created and used within different
tools. Static documents, like equipment specification sheets,
and executable documents, like simulation specifications,
can be distinguished. Further, it needs to be considered that
documents and their contents evolve over time. Each docu-
ment has a lifecycle of its own, consisting of creation, edit-
ing, review, approval, and release processes. During such
a document lifecycle, different versions of a document are
created that need to be managed. Also, several alternatives
of a document might exist representing different alternatives
of the product(Peltonen, Pitkänen, & Sulonen, 1996).

For a complete description of documents, different types
of information models are needed(Salminen et al., 2000):
object models representing the documents themselves and
their relations among each other in the sense of ataxonomy;
models describing thedynamic behavior of the documents
over time, i.e. their versions and status; and finally models
focusing on thecontents of the different documentswith their

structure and dependencies. In the remainder of this section,
these different document models are presented.

3.2.1. Taxonomy of documents
A taxonomy of documents describes the different types

of individual documents together with their dependencies.
For the development of such a model, the documents occur-
ring within a work process need to be identified. This can
be done on the basis of workflow models (e.g.Misander,
2000) or project execution manuals as they are available in
various chemical engineering companies. Another possibil-
ity to identify documents are case studies developed on the
basis of empirical studies, actual work processes, and litera-
ture knowledge (e.g.Bayer, Eggersmann, Gani, & Schneider,
2002; Eggersmann, Krobb, & Marquardt, 2002).

Based on these sources, a taxonomy of documents has
been developed as shown inFig. 3. The collection of the
given documents is not necessarily complete. The modeling
language UML is used here to describe the different types
of documents and there dependencies (indicated by dashed
arrows); the full potential of the object-orientation of the
UML (i.e. the definition of methods) has not been employed.
Within thedesign basis, the requirements and product spec-
ifications are given. Based on this, the layout of the process
and plant are developed, which are represented inflowsheets.
Process flow diagramsandpiping and instrumentation di-
agramscan be distinguished. For the different items repre-
sented on these flowsheets, specifications are developed, i.e.
equipment specifications, piping specifications, instrument
specifications, and safety valve specifications. Within the
medium list, all occurring components and process media
are listed. Mathematicalmodelsare used to describe the
process behavior. The models are adjusted toexperimental
results. They are implemented within some simulators; these
tools are working on different documents includingsimula-
tion input filesandsimulation output filescovering thesim-
ulation results. Based on thecost basisand the simulation
results, thecalculated costscan be obtained. Further, there
are reference documents(i.e. books, articles, and patents)
and differentschedulesused for project administration.

On a more general level,Zantout and Marir (1999)iden-
tify three main types of documents:reference documents
which represent a static resource of information,collabora-
tion documentshandled within a project by different users
and evolving over time, andtransaction documentsused for
communication and documentation. Reference documents
within chemical engineering are for example material data
sheets, patents, and technical articles. The different types of
flowsheets are used for collaboration as well as for transac-
tion throughout the entire lifecycle of a chemical plant.

3.2.2. Dynamic behavior of documents
Documents do evolve over time; they are changed in their

content and used within different contexts and by different
users. The dynamic behavior of a document over its lifecy-
cle can be represented using state transition diagrams.Fig. 4
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Fig. 3. (Incomplete) taxonomy of documents used in chemical engineering design (class diagram of the UML).

shows exemplarily some states of a process and instrumen-
tation diagram (P&ID).

The P&ID comes into existence in its first pass. It is de-
veloped on the basis of the process flow diagram and the
design basis(Misander, 2000). This first pass can be modi-
fied repeatedly, as long as design modifications are required.
This is indicated by a transition inFig. 4. When there are
no further modifications required and after the completion
of the equipment specifications (which are given in other
documents), the second pass of the P&ID can be created.
The P&ID will be released after the equipment specifica-
tions have been finally adjusted.

Models like this can form a basis to derive requirements
for the support of document handling and storage; they pro-
vide information about document creation and use including
document versions and alternatives. For the development of

PID first
pass

PID second
pass

design modifications required / modify

PID released
version

equipment specifications adjusted / release

equipment specifications complete / add details

Fig. 4. Different states of a process and instrumentation diagram P&ID
(state transition diagram of the UML).

document management facilities, it is necessary to consider
also dependencies between the different document types as
they are shown inFig. 3. The single versions of the individ-
ual documents and their alternatives depend on each other
leading to complex configurations of documents that need
to be managed. Also, changes in one document might in-
duce changes in other documents in order to maintain con-
sistency between them and will thus lead to changes in the
actual work process. Information about such consequences
can be obtained from workflow models as they are discussed
in Section 3.1.1.

3.2.3. Model of document contents
Documents depend on other documents. These dependen-

cies can be refined to dependencies between the document
contents. As defined inSection 2, a document is an aggrega-
tion of data. For documents that have an internal structure—
as it is the case for most technical documents—a represen-
tation of the document content can be achieved on various
levels of detail. On the most detailed level, each single data
instance contained within the document is described.

One possibility to represent such models of document
contents is the use of the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML; W3C, 1997) and its Document Type Definitions
(DTDs). XML deals with the representation of the logical,
internal document structures. Within a DTD, the structure
of a specific document type can be described.Fig. 5 shows
the (incomplete) DTD of a specification sheet for vessels
and reactors (which is a special type of the documentequip-
ment specificationin Fig. 3). It is possible to relate single
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<!ELEMENT VesselSpecificationSheet (Header,EquipmentSpecification,Footer)>

<!ELEMENT Header (Site,Project,Plant,Version)>

<!ELEMENT EquipmentSpecification (Title,ProcessData,MechanicalLayout,Comments)>
<!ELEMENT Title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ProcessData (MaterialInformation,EquipmentData,Temperature,Pressure)+>

<!ELEMENT MaterialInformation (Material,LiquidPhase?,VaporPhase?)>
<!ELEMENT Material (Name,WaterHazardClass)>
<!ELEMENT LiquidPhase (LiquidDensity,LiquidMassFlow)>
<!ELEMENT VaporPhase (VaporDensity,VaporMassFlow)>

<!ELEMENT EquipmentData (Volume,InsideDiameter,HeatingCooling?, ConstructionMaterial)>
<!ELEMENT HeatingCooling (Type,Area)>

<!ELEMENT MechanicalLayout (MaximumPressure,MaximumTemperature,MaximumLiquidLevel)+>
<!ELEMENT Comments (Comment*)>

<!ELEMENT Comment (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Footer (Company,OrderNumber,PersonInCharge,InspectionNote,ReleaseNote)>

Fig. 5. DTD of a vessel specification sheet (incomplete).

elements of this DTD to classes and attributes of a chemi-
cal engineering data model. Thus, a document type can be
interpreted as a view on a data model and a specific docu-
ment as a view on the data represented by the data model
at a distinct point in time. It is possible to include unstruc-
tured and semi-structured information elements within a
DTD, that are not necessarily part of a data model but hold
important information for the users (for example, the DTD
element commentsin Fig. 5).

The expressiveness of such document type definitions is
rather restricted. Only the syntax of a document and of its
contents can be given. No information about the semantics
of the contents, i.e. about their meanings, can be provided.
Consequently, no further information about the behavior of
executable documents like simulation specifications can be
supplied. In order to be able to handle these aspects of docu-
ments, more expressive document specifications than XML
DTDs are needed, like for example the specification lan-
guage PROGRES (Schürr & Zündorf, 1996). Another possi-
bility to provide the single document elements with meaning
and context is to link them to the concepts of a data model.

3.3. Integration of data models

In recent years, numerous data models have been devel-
oped in the area of chemical engineering and in related dis-
ciplines. Bayer and Marquardt (2002) give an overview and
a comparison of different chemical engineering data models.
Each of these data models has a specific and original scope
and is built for a distinct purpose. Thus, their coverage is
limited compared to the requirements that can be stated for
a support of the work with data over the lifecycle of chemi-
cal plants. Still, within these data models, knowledge about
the domain of chemical engineering is captured. Therefore,
there is need for the integration of the already existing ap-
proaches in order to reuse the knowledge they hold.

This integrated knowledge can then be employed for the
development of integrated services to support the engineers’

work with data. Another aspect of the integration of data
models is the fact that many software tools are based on a—
more or less formalized—data model. Thus, the first step
towards the integration of tools is the integration of their
underlying data models.

If there were no relations between the different existing
data models, their integration would simply lead to an over-
all data model obtained from the concatenation of the sin-
gle models. But models developed independently by differ-
ent researchers and application experts do overlap in scope
and content. Often the same concepts are represented dif-
ferently so that conflicts occur during integration. Integra-
tion of data models is a well-known problem in the areas of
database and data warehouse construction. Different mecha-
nisms and techniques have been developed to integrate and to
deal with several information sources. All these approaches
can be classified into two main categories (Calvanese, de
Giacomo, Lenzerini, Nardi, & Rosati, 2000): the definition
of mappingsbetween different schemata and the construc-
tion of one integrated schema.

Before these two categories will be summarized briefly,
a more detailed overview of possible conflicts during data
model integration will be given. This section will be con-
cluded with a discussion on a global data model as the basis
for the integration of existing data models.

3.3.1. Model diversity and conflicts
Any data model is developed with a certain intention and

for one or a small number of specific applications. There-
fore, data models do differ, even if they are focusing on a
similar data scope; they can represent different viewpoints
on the same objects. Data models can differ in their model-
ing language and syntax, in the use of modeling constructs,
in their level of detail, and in their concepts and semantics.
Differences arise from naming conventions, classifications,
and assumptions. When data models are going to be inte-
grated, these differences cause a high specification effort:
concepts with identical and equivalent meanings in the
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Fig. 6. Data models of heat exchangers.

different models have to be identified and relations between
them must be formulated. Further, conflicts need to be
detected and compensated.

Overviews over possible conflicts between data models
are for example given by Batini, Lenzerini, and Navathe
(1986) and Pitoura, Bukhres, and Elmagarmid (1995). In
general, schema, semantic, and data conflicts can be dis-
tinguished, where schema conflicts can be further discrim-
inated in naming conflicts (homonyms and synonyms) and
structural conflicts. Further, relations may exist between the
data models to be integrated that are not formalized in either
one of the models. These relations are called interschema
relations (Catarci & Lenzerini, 1993).

We want to illustrate the different conflicts and relations
with a small example from chemical engineering. In Fig. 6,
parts of three (fictive) chemical engineering data models are
given that represent plant equipment that can be used for
heat exchange. Data model A is the most detailed one, while
data model C is on the coarsest level of detail. Compar-
ing model A and model B, first of all structural conflicts
can be identified: while the shell, the tube bundle, and the
tubes are modeled as elements of the shell and tube heat
exchanger in A, they are described with their properties as
attributes of the shell and tube apparatus in B. Other exam-
ples for structural conflicts are different taxonomies used in
different data models for the representation of class hierar-
chies (not shown in the given example). The attributes ket-
tle type in A and shell type in B are synonyms, i.e. there
is a naming conflictwith model elements named differ-
ently that represent the same concept. The attributes length
in A and length in B are homonyms: the same name is
used for different concepts (length of the single tube com-
pared to the length of the overall apparatus). There is also

a semantic differencebetween the models A and B: while
shell and tube heat exchanger in A represents explicitly
some heat transfer equipment, an instance of the shell and
tube apparatus in B is not automatically a heat exchanger.
It can also be an apparatus fulfilling a different function
within the plant while having the shell and tube geometry
(e.g. a tubular reactor). This difference is not as obvious
as the structural and naming differences, since it is consti-
tuted in the model interpretation and not in the model it-
self. One indicator of this semantic difference is the absence
of attributes representing duty and heat exchange area in
model B.

When tools are integrated that work on these different data
models, additionally to the conflicts discussed so far, data
conflictsmay occur due to inconsistent data values (e.g. the
heat duty is given as 0.951 kW in tool A and as 948 W in
tool C) and different expressions used for the same data (e.g.
different units, different precisions, or different reference
states).

Some interschema relationsexist between data model A
and C. The class heat exchanger of C is a superclass of
the shell and tube heat exchanger of A. This relation is
not formalized in any way within one of the two models
and can only be identified by comparing the concepts and
their interpretation. The characteristic properties of these
two concepts given by their elements and attributes can also
be related to each other. The attribute heat duty represents
the same concept in both models. A more complex relation
can be found for the heat exchange area: the attribute total
area of the heat exchanger in model C can be derived from
the diameter and length of the tube in model A and the
number of tubes given by the multiplicity at the aggregation
association between tube bundle and tube. This derivation
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works only in one direction: the calculation of the number
of tubes and their geometry simply from the total area is not
possible.

A lot of work has been done on the (semi-)automatic
detection of such conflicts as well as on their resolution
(see, for example, Castano, de Antonellis, & de Capitani di
Vimercanti, 2001; Reddy, Prasad, Reddy, & Gupta, 1994).
But still a lot of this work needs to be done manually.

3.3.2. Definition of mappings between schemata
If the data models overlap in their scope, mappingscan

be defined to connect equivalent concepts within the dif-
ferent models. These mappings or transformations can be
used for a unified presentation of heterogeneous data mod-
els. This mechanism is called schema translation (Pitoura
et al., 1995).

A quite simple mapping was introduced by Mariño,
Rechenmann, and Uvietta (1990): bridges are defined to
link classes describing the same concept within different
class hierarchies. In this particular approach, the class hi-
erarchies represent the perspectives of different experts of
one domain. They are modeled using one formalism and
integrated afterwards by means of the bridges. In this a
priori approach, concepts within the different hierarchies
can refer to exactly the same object and conflicts do not
occur.

In contrast, there is usually a mismatch between the con-
tent and semantics when existing data models are to be in-
tegrated in an a posteriori approach. This mismatch has to
be overcome by means of a transformation. Therefore, the
bridges need to be enriched by some transformation rules
and constraints that reconcile the semantic differences be-
tween the hierarchies. Transformation rules can for exam-
ple be defined using description logics (Catarci & Lenzerini,
1993). Another possibility are graph grammars that can be
used as a formal basis for the integration of data mod-
els and application schemata (Claypool & Rundensteiner,
2001). It is thus possible to formalize interschema knowl-
edge that can be used for checking consistency between dif-
ferent data models or for querying multiple sources. This
knowledge can be used later on to integrate the tools based
on the integrated data models (Becker, Haase, Westfechtel, &
Wilhelms, 2002; Gruner, Nagl, & Schürr, 1998).

Model integration via transformations is not restricted to
any number of models. But an integration of N models re-
quires the definition of up to N(N − 1) transformations to
map all models. Therefore, it is useful to have one neutral
or global model to which all other models can be related.
This reduces the number of necessary transformations to a
maximum of 2N, if all models are indirectly integrated with
each other (Book et al., 1994). The introduction of a neu-
tral data model reduces the quantity of transformations to
be defined, but not their quality. Thus, there is still a sig-
nificant specification effort related to their development. In
Section 3.3.4, it will be discussed how a neutral data model
for model integration should look like.

3.3.3. Construction of an integrated schema
Another possibility to integrate data models besides the

definition of mappings is to merge the different modeling
schemata into an integrated schema. In this area, research
has been done for a long time in the context of database
construction. Batini et al. (1986) give an early review; new
approaches and results are still published.

All approaches of schema integration follow a sequence
of different methodological steps including: preintegration,
where the schemata are analyzed and an integration policy
is set; schema comparison, which deals with the detection of
correspondences and conflicts; schema conforming, where
the conflicts are resolved; and finally schema merging and
restructuring, where the conformed schemata are superim-
posed to an integrated schema. Different data models serve
as the input, the output consists usually of one integrated
schema and mappings between this integrated schema and
each input model.

During schema conforming, some modeling work needs
to be done: parts of a model that are incomplete compared
to corresponding parts in other models might be left out;
unification between differing models is needed; and the in-
troduction of novel models might be necessary. The merg-
ing of different data models into one schema is a laborious
and difficult task. Again, interschema knowledge, that is not
captured within the models to be integrated, is necessary in
order to find analogous and related modeling concepts to
create the integrated schema.

Another major drawback of the merging approach for in-
tegrating data models is obvious: for each new data model
to be integrated, a new integrated schema as well as new
mappings or modified queries for all input data models have
to be created. Even though work has been done in order to
support and automate the merging of data models, this inte-
gration remains laborious and inflexible.

3.3.4. A global model as the basis for data model
integration

This brief overview shows the difficulties related to the
integration of existing data models. But some model inte-
gration is necessary as a basis for tool integration and in
order to utilize knowledge already captured in existing data
models.

The development of an integrated schema by merging
existing data models is a reasonable strategy if the major
goal of data model integration is the reuse of domain knowl-
edge captured in existing data models. Such an integrated
schema needs to be changed when a new data model is to
be introduced. Thus, this approach is unfavorable, when the
integration of data models shall be employed mainly for the
integration of existing application tools with new tools might
introduced frequently—as it is the current situation in chem-
ical engineering. Then, the approach of integrating the data
models via mappings is more promising. A global modelis
viable for such an integration approach when a large number
of models or, respectively, of tools is going to be integrated.
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Despite the tremendous efforts spent in the development
of data models, none of them is established as a global model
for integration or as a basis for the development of new mod-
els. Standards like the models of the STEP initiative (e.g.
ISO 10303, 1998) have been developed where product data
are described on a detailed level. These have not gained ac-
ceptance, neither in the chemical process industries nor with
the software vendors working on chemical engineering soft-
ware. Some of the models developed in the context of STEP
have been applied during software development as a basis
for data exchange and central data storage. But in all these
applications, the data models have been modified, changed,
or extended. This lack of acceptance must be interpreted as
an indication that it is not possible to define a detailed data
model that serves all potential purposes—even within one
application domain.

Still, a global data model is needed as a basis for model
integration. But instead of a detailed data model, a concep-
tual model should be developed that can serve as a frame-
work for the integration of existing and the development of
new data models (McKay, Bloor, & de Pennington, 1996).
Such a conceptual model should provide structural integrity
and extensibility as they are needed for sound extensions of
the model to support new or user specific data requirements.

4. The conceptual information model CLiP

In the last section, the description of dependencies be-
tween information models and work process models, the
relations between data and documents, and the integration
of existing data models have been discussed. These three
tasks need to be solved in order to obtain integrated infor-
mation models for chemical engineering. Within such mod-
els, knowledge about the domain of chemical engineering
can be provided as the basis for the development of specific
support tools.

The solution of these three tasks requires the integration
of different models: the integration of product data and
workflow models, the integration of different document
and product data models, and of course the integration of
existing data models. Therefore, a similar basis can be used
to address them: a conceptual model or model framework
that allows the representation of data, documents, work
processes, and their relations. Together with appropriate
methodologies and support tools, such a model framework
can serve as a basis for the integration of existing informa-
tion models and for the sound development of new ones.
The model framework should cover the basic concepts of
the domain and describe them in the sense of an onto-
logy (Uschold & Gruninger, 1996). It can then serve as a
common vocabulary in the sense of shared understanding
(Konda, Monarch, Sargent, & Subrahmanian, 1992).

Due to the increasing complexity and to dynamic changes
in the domain of chemical engineering, it is not possible to
determine all information items, work processes, and their

relations for all projects and situations a priori in an informa-
tion model (Reich et al., 1999). Still, we believe that a con-
ceptual framework for information modeling can be defined
capturing all aspects of information on a level of high gener-
ality. It is necessary to enrich and complete such a framework
with more detailed concepts as a basis for tool development
and information management in a specific context. These
detailed concepts can be defined in the form of hierarchical
models as the ones defined for example in the STEP appli-
cation protocol 231 (ISO 10303, 1998) or as a flat space of
information objects as proposed by Reich et al. (1999). The
way they are defined depends on the specific application.

In this section, an overview of the Conceptual Lifecycle
Process model CLiP will be given, which has been devel-
oped within the Collaborative Research Center IMPROVE
(Marquardt & Nagl, 1998; Nagl & Marquardt, 2001)
as a basis for the understanding of design processes in
chemical engineering and for the development of specific
computer-based support tools. It is a conceptual informa-
tion model and thus independent from specific applications.
Its structure is well-defined and open. The model comprises
concepts for the description of product data and documents
as well as for work processes in an integrated manner.
Thus, CLiP can be a starting point for the development of a
common model framework for information model integra-
tion and subsequent enrichment. A detailed description of
CLiP is given in an extensive report by Bayer, Krobb, and
Marquardt (2001).

4.1. The overall structure of CLiP

The conceptual model framework of CLiP covers three
layers of meta model classes, which represent modeling
concepts on different degrees of abstraction (see Fig. 7):
the meta meta classes describe general systems; different
technical systems and social systems are defined with their
relations using meta classes; and simple classes represent
the chemical process system with its subsystems and other,
related systems.

As the root concept of the model framework, the system
is introduced as a meta meta class according to the ideas of
systems engineering (Patzak, 1982). A system can be char-
acterized by its properties and their different values (not
shown in Fig. 7). It can be decomposed into one or sev-
eral parts, which are systems themselves as indicated by the
contains-association. Systems can also refer to other sys-
tems, i.e. they can be interrelated or dependent. One special
kind of reference between different systems is the models-
association: one system can serve as a model for another one.

Different kinds of systems can be distinguished on the
meta class level. Technical systemsrepresent all kinds of
technical artifacts. They can be decomposed and do interact
with other technical systems. Technical systems are either
devicesor connections. Devices have the major function-
ality and are linked by connections. Furthermore, material
and social systemsare introduced as instances of system.
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Fig. 7. Model structure of CLiP.

Material abstracts matter and substances, that can be used in
various manners by technical systems. A social system can
be a group of persons or a single person. The most important
aspect of social systems are the performed activities. Activ-
ities are working on documentsthat hold information, for
example, about the technical system under consideration.

Within the simple classes, the concept of technical sys-
tems is further refined to chemical process systemswhich
consist of three distinguished parts: the processing subsys-
tem, the operating subsystem, and the management system.
The processing subsystem holds functionalities of material
processing, the operating subsystem comprises the technol-
ogy for controlling the processing subsystem, and finally,
the management system refers to the personnel working on
the chemical plant. Processing and operating subsystem are
instances of technical system, whereas the management sys-
tem is an instance of social systems. There are two differ-
ent instantiations of material on this degree of abstraction:
the processing materialwhich is processed in order to get a
specified product and the construction material (not shown
in Fig. 7) used to build the chemical process system. The
behavior of these materials can be described by material
models. These are referenced by processing subsystem mod-
els describing the processing subsystem. Material models
and processing subsystem models are mathematical models,
which are instances of technical system.

4.2. Partial model structure of CLiP

CLiP is divided into partial models holding concepts that
belong logically together. Fig. 8 shows the partial models
related to the chemical process system; these partial models
correspond to some of the concepts introduced in Fig. 7:
the main concepts of CLiP introduced on the different meta
levels provide the overall structure of the model. Within
the partial models of the chemical process system and its
three (sub-)systems, all information about these systems is
given. This information comprises the different properties
of the systems. The concepts related to these properties
are again grouped to partial models that are nested within
the partial model of the system itself. In Fig. 8, three
partial models are shown used to model different proper-
ties of the chemical process system: function, realization,
and behavior.

The partial models can be modeled and used largely
independently from each other. Still, there are a lot of inter-
dependencies between them. These are modeled explicitly
in CLiP with associations between concepts belonging to
different partial models. By dividing the model into parts
and reintegrating these with associations, an open and ex-
tensible model structure is obtained. New partial models
can be introduced by developing them independently and
then describing their relations to the existing ones.
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Fig. 8. Partial models on the simple class level of CLiP (represented by UML packages).

4.3. Integration of existing data models with CLiP

Due to its structure and its independence from a specific
application, CLiP can serve as a basis for the integration
of existing data models. This conjecture has been checked
with the extension of CLiP with concepts for the descrip-
tion of process control functions and their realization within
process control systems (Bayer, Schneider, & Marquardt,
2001). Originally, the focus of CLiP was set on the pro-
cessing subsystem, its function and realization. The entire
meta and partial model structure was developed with this fo-
cus. Afterwards the model was extended with concepts de-
scribing parts of the operating subsystem and its properties.
This was done by integrating existing data models covering
control loops as well as sensor functions and actuator func-
tions as they are given by Polke (1994). Also, data models
describing elements of process control systems (i.e. a possi-
ble realization of process control functions) have been inte-
grated. There was no need to change the overall structure of
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Fig. 9. Concepts describing data and documents within CLiP.

CLiP for this integration, which can be seen as an indication
for the generality of that structure.

Further, some integration studies were performed looking
at the possibilities to integrate existing data models of a
similar scope with CLiP (Bayer, Schneider, & Marquardt,
2000). This was not done with the goal to extend the data
model but to integrate existing models as a possible basis for
the integration of software tools. These studies have shown
that CLiP can serve as a global schema for data integration
via mappings as discussed in Section 3.3.2.

4.4. CLiP and documents

Within CLiP, documents and their contents are modeled
explicitly on the same level as the different systems. This
allows the integrated description of the properties and the
data characterizing a system and of the documents where this
data is aggregated. The main concepts for the description of
documents are given on the meta level (see Fig. 9).
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Like any other system, a technical system has some prop-
erties (TSPropertyin Fig. 9) that are used to characterize
and describe it. Every property has multiple possible ap-
pearances given as data. At one specific observation, i.e. at
a specific point in time or for one measurement, each prop-
erty can be described only by one specific data. For the
identification of that observation the concept of the support
has been introduced, in which the background of an obser-
vation can be given (Klir, 1985). The support contains the
data, which build the background for an observation (i.e.
the exact point in time or the location and procedure of the
measurement); typical supports are time, space, and popu-
lation coordinates. The complex relation between technical
system property, data, and support is described explicitly by
the technical system property data function. This property
data function assigns a property to that data out of a set of
possible data, that is actually observed at a specific support.
It can refer to a data log in the case of measurements where
the data of a property are recorded for different supports,
usually over some time interval. In the case of mathemat-
ical simulations, the property data function can refer to a
mathematical function.

Documentscontain information, i.e. they contain some
properties together with their data and the support of that
data. Many documents that are used in technical design pro-
cesses have a (partially) predefined content. The structure of
the documents is often specified, either through the software
tool that is working on this document or by some standards.
Therefore, document templatescan be defined for many doc-
uments, that refer to the properties that have to be given in
the specific document, but that do not contain any data.

The relations between properties, data, support, docu-
ments, and document templates shown in Fig. 9 for the tech-
nical system are the same for the other systems on the meta
level of CLiP. It is also possible, that a document contains
information about several different systems. The modeling
concepts introduced here are instantiated on the simple class
level. Here, the class documentis refined to chemical engi-

<!ELEMENT VesselSpecificationSheet (Header,EquipmentSpecification,Footer)>

<!ELEMENT Header (Site,Project,Plant,Version)>

<!ELEMENT EquipmentSpecification (Title,ProcessData,MechanicalLayout,Comments)>
<!ELEMENT Title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ProcessData

(MaterialInformation,EquipmentData,Temperature,Pressure)+>
<!ELEMENT MaterialInformation (Material, MassFlow)>

<!ELEMENT Material (Name)>
<!ELEMENT EquipmentData (Volume,InsideDiameter,HeatingCooling?)>

<!ELEMENT MechanicalLayout (MaximumPressure,MaximumTemperature)+>
<!ELEMENT Comments (Comment*)>

<!ELEMENT Comment (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Footer (Company,OrderNumber,PersonInCharge)>

MaterialStream

mass_flow

Vessel

volume
inside_diameter
orientation
allowed_maximum_pressure
allowed_maximum_temperature
maximum_liquid_level

Fig. 10. Relation between a specification sheet (Fig. 5) and CLiP.

neering document. Different document types, as they are for
example given in Fig. 3, are modeled as subclasses of this
chemical engineering document class. Thus, taxonomies of
documents as they were discussed in Section 3.2.1 can be
integrated formally within CLiP.

Within Fig. 10, the refinement of the relations between a
document or, more exactly, a document template and the data
model describing the processing subsystem is shown. The
XML document type definition from Fig. 5 is an example for
a document template of a chemical engineering document. It
is given together with two classes from CLiP representing a
vessel and a material stream within a plant. The classes and
their attributes (i.e. properties of the processing subsystem)
can be related to the elements of the DTD as it is indicated
by the arrows.

Such relations can form the basis for an automatic gener-
ation of documents from a database. They can also be used
for the exchange of information between documents and
databases, i.e. between tools that work on documents (e.g.
simulators running with input files) and databases (e.g. de-
sign databases, where information about the chemical pro-
cess is stored).

4.5. CLiP and work processes

Activities are steps within a work process, in which some
input information is modified or deleted and thereby some
output information is produced. According to Westfechtel
(1998), the logical unit of information that serves as input or
output for an activity can be defined as a document. These
interrelations have been used within CLiP for the integration
of models describing the activities within a workflow with
document models and detailed data models (see Fig. 11).
The document class can be interpreted as an interface class
between the product data and the work process models (cf.
McKay & de Pennington, 2001).

According to the definition of a system’s function as its
ability to transform some input into a required output, which
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has been used throughout the development of CLiP, activi-
ties are introduced as the function of social systems. They
can be decomposed hierarchically into subactivities. The
order of activities can be defined by prerequisites, which
are activities that need to be executed before the activity
they belong to. A more detailed description of activities and
their characteristics is given by Eggersmann, Krobb, and
Marquardt (2000).

The input and output documents of an activity can be
specified further to classify the quality of the information
used within that activity. It can be specified if the informa-
tion within the referenced document is exact or inexact, must
or may not exist, and is complete or incomplete. Activities
represent manipulations of information performed by an en-
gineer or some software. This is described within CLiP by
the changes-association between activity and technical sys-
tem property appearance function (and other property ap-
pearance functions not shown in Fig. 11); the activity does
change not the property of system itself but its assignment
to data and support.

5. Tool support for information model development

In Section 3, three open problems in information model-
ing and previous solution approaches have been discussed. It
has been stressed that their successful solution requires the
integration of different information models. The conceptual
information model CLiP has been introduced as a framework
for such integrations. Model integration is a complex and la-
borious process, which should be supported by some appro-
priate methodology and software. No information model can
cover all aspects of information that are needed; probably no
standard will be accepted in all its details by all stakeholders.
Therefore, it is also necessary to support the processes of
model adaptation and extension as well as the development
of further information models in order to meet specific appli-
cation needs (e.g. for the development of a specific software
tool or for the representation of an internal standard within
a company). Here, we want to present a vision of some tool
support for the development and integration of information
models based on an ontological framework like CLiP.

Our suggestion is grounded on the analogybetween math-
ematical modelsused for the description and prediction of
the behavior of chemical processes and plants and infor-

mation modelsused to describe the data, documents, and
their dependencies. Within both kinds of models, knowledge
about a system is represented in a formal manner. Mathe-
matical models are used for tasks like simulation and op-
timization, while information models can be used for the
reengineering and optimization of work processes as well as
for the development of information management facilities
or design and manufacturing support tools.

For the development and usage of mathematical models,
tools have been established that provide the user with a li-
brary of model blocks that can be customized for a specific
application. The coverage of their libraries and their flexi-
bility ranges from tools like Aspen Plus and Hysys, where
a comprehensive library of model building blocks is given
and only parameters have to be adjusted, over modeling
and simulation tools like gPROMS or Aspen Custom Mod-
eler, where the user can define its own models and only
very generic model building blocks are provided that can
be freely modified, to tools like Dymola that provide both,
completely free modeling facilities and predefined model
building blocks. From such a range of tools the appropriate
one can be chosen, depending on the system to be modeled,
the model requirements, and the user’s experience.

We suggest to adapt this successful approach of tool sup-
port from the development of mathematical models to the
development of information models: a modeling tool for in-
formation modelsfor the domain of chemical engineering.
A possible architecture of such a tool is sketched in Fig. 12;
it consists of a model base and modules for the import, in-
tegration, development, use, and export of models. These
modules should provide functionalities for different activi-
ties in information modeling indicated by arrows in Fig. 12.

Within the model base, a conceptual model framework
such as CLiP is available together with information models
originating from different sources that are integrated with
the model framework via mappings. Thus, the model base
provides the user with a library of existing information mod-
els and model building blocks. For an efficient model man-
agement, it is necessary to represent not only the differ-
ent information models explicitly within the modeling base
but also the mappings between them (Bernstein, Halevy, &
Pottinger, 2000).

Existing data models as well as application documents and
database schemata are sources of domain information, which
are cheap, valuable, and easily available compared to the—
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Fig. 12. Tool support for the development of information models.

often implicit and informal—knowledge of domain experts
(Abecker et al., 1998). They should thus be considered for
model import. For the integration of existing data models, a
translationof their concepts to the ones used in the model
base is needed. This translation only refers to the modeling
language and not the contents of the model to be imported.
The integration of information from application documents
and database schemata requires some knowledge extraction
to derive models of these application resources.

In order to relate the imported models to the model
framework, a model integrationfacility is required. The
user selects the models to be integrated and those parts
of the framework, which are relevant for this integration.
Then, a definition of the mappings between the model and
the framework can be given. Here, correspondences need
to be established between the different information models
similar to the ones proposed by Gruner et al. (1998) for the
description of relationships between contents of structured
documents. The mappings are released to the model base,
where they are available together with the framework and the
imported and extracted models for further development and
use.

The user can select parts from the model base and use
them for further model development. Here, extensions of
the framework and user-specific extensions can be distin-
guished. The integrationof framework extensions needs to
be done in a consistent manner. User specific extensions can
simply be released into the model base. In order to relate
them to the framework and the other models in the model
base; they need to be integrated in a similar manner as im-
ported models.

For model use, parts from the model base can be se-
lected and used for the development and adaptation of an in-
formation model for a specific application. This allows a
customizing of the models from the library. Often, a further
specification of the (conceptual) information models towards
implementation models is needed. Here, some model export
into different modeling and programming languages can pro-
vide valuable support functionalities. The modified and ex-
ported models can be used as a the basis for the development
of support tools or data bases for chemical engineering work.

The development of a modeling tool for information mod-
eling as it is sketched here is an ambitious goal. Solutions
and approaches for some of the modules and functionalities
exist, others are subject of current research. The model base,
model development, and model use can for example be
realized on the basis of commercial CASE (computer-aided
software engineering) tools. Functionalities are needed for
browsing and retrieving existing models, for collaborative
development (e.g. multi-user access, release mechanisms),
and for model testing (Fikes & Farquhar, 1999). CASE
tools provide some facilities for model export; probably,
these need to be extended. For the translation of existing
data models, description logics can be used since they pro-
vide a semantic richness that allows for an almost complete
representation of the concepts of widely used information
modeling languages (Calvanese, Lenzerini, & Nardi, 1998).
Knowledge extraction from application resources is a more
complicated task. But an automatic thesaurus generation
as proposed by Abecker et al. (1998) can be the basis
for a simplified and rather efficient model development
based on such information sources. For model integration,
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description logics or graph grammars as discussed in
Section 3.3.2 can be applied. Still, model translation, im-
port, and integration require high manual specification
efforts for the identification of relevant concepts and depen-
dencies. These tasks are modeling tasks that require domain
knowledge and can thus not be fully automated.

6. Summary and conclusions

For the improvement of work processes in an applica-
tion domain and for the development of support tools and
software environments, a thorough understanding of these
processes together with the handled information is needed.
Such an understanding can be obtained by the analysis and
formalization of the domain using information models. Nu-
merous models have been developed in the past describing
a more or less complete part of the domain of chemical en-
gineering. Most of these models are dealing with product
data, some with work processes or documents.

In this paper, some open research issues in information
modeling have been discussed. These issues are the depen-
dencies between information and the workflow where this
information is used, the relation between data and documents
as the main carriers of information, and the integration of
the numerous existing data models. One major prerequisite
for the analysis of the domain and for solving the discussed
problems is a model framework or ontology.

The information model CLiP has been presented as a ba-
sis for the development of such a model framework. Here,
we want to discuss the actual contribution of CLiP to the
solution of the information modeling problems discussed in
Section 3 and its potential use for the development of sup-
port software.

Within CLiP, modeling elements are included to allow
an integrated description of product data, documents, and
work processes together with their dependencies. Thus, a
formal integration of workflow models and data models as
discussed in Section 3.1.2 can be achieved. Another open
issue in this context is the integration of work process models
on different levels of detail. Here, CLiP does not offer yet
a direct solution; this issue is subject of current research in
our group.

Documents and data can be described together within
CLiP, with relations that can be given between the contents
of a document and the actual product data they are repre-
senting. Here, the focus is set on description of the docu-
ment structure, i.e. its syntax. A description of the semantics
of a document under different aspects is missing. Document
models as they are included in CLiP can be used as a ba-
sis for the development of document management systems,
but important aspects like the description of configurations
of dependent documents with their versions and alternatives
are currently missing.

CLiP is a conceptual information model, developed in-
dependently from any specific application. Also, its meta

model layers and the partial models provide a well defined
and extensible structure. Thus, CLiP fulfills the major re-
quirements of a global model to be used as the basis for
model integration according to McKay et al. (1996). Still,
the integration of CLiP with existing data models is a com-
plex and difficult task. But compared to the STEP approach,
the complexity of this task is reduced by the high degree
of conceptualization of CLiP. The integration of data mod-
els can be simplified by the meta models as it is discussed
in Bayer et al. (2000). Experience has shown that standard
models like the one of STEP have not gained acceptance in
the domain of chemical engineering. Therefore, CLiP has
been designed for adaptations and extensions.

In Section 5, we have presented a vision of a tool en-
vironment for the support of information modeling on the
basis of a conceptual framework. Such an environment can
be advantageous for future developments in information and
work process modeling and the related software tools. The
model framework can serve as a common basis, where all
information models can be related to. The exchange of infor-
mation between tools and between companies can be sup-
ported, and still the description of specific, user-dependent
information structures is possible. It has been stressed that
there is also need for a modeling methodology.

Information models are a prerequisite for the develop-
ment of specific application tools and information manage-
ment facilities and for the integration of tools into software
environments. But for these software development tasks,
information models are required on a different level of
conceptualization and formalization than the one provided
by CLiP. More detailed models are needed, for example to
describe the internal data structures of the tools and their
functionalities. These have to be consistent with conceptual
information models like CLiP, which has been developed
from the perspective of an application expert in order to
describe his domain of interest. Therefore, further model
development, refinement, and integration are needed on
different levels. These modeling issues are currently investi-
gated within the Collaborative Research Center IMPROVE
(Marquardt & Nagl, 1998; Nagl & Marquardt, 2001).
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